
 

 

Notes from USTA League Captains Meetings held via Zoom  
 

• 350 teams and 39 facilities participating this season. 1,547 matches scheduled. 
• For 2021 there has been a clarification around the regulation requiring scheduling of complete round robins. Essentially, 

we must schedule a complete round robin, however, once a round robin is completed, additional matches may be 
scheduled to provide additional play opportunity.  
! For the USTA Adult League season, where we have 7 or 8 teams that would have been scheduled to play only 6 

or 7 matches, we have decided to schedule an additional partial round - or two additional matches for all 
teams. The exception to this is where we have two teams in a division. We schedule just schedule 6 matches 
since those teams are only playing each other. 

! All teams will play the same number of matches so the same tiebreak rules apply. However, since we are 
playing a partial round we will now have a playoff match between the 1st and 2nd place teams to determine 
the winner of the flight or division.  

! We are going to monitor results and will reach to those captains at the end of the season for feedback on this 
scheduling process designed to provide increased play opportunity. 

• Page one of the local regulations document contains some very important COVID specific procedures and protocol as 
well as  links to information provided by the USTA for playing tennis safely  

• All Team Captains are expected to be familiar with the Charlotte Metro USTA League Regulations, including the COVID 
information and also direct teammates to the same information  

 
Some key points around Playing Tennis Safely include (but are not limited to): 

• Maintain physical distancing, including when heading on and off court, and while taking breaks 
• No physical contact such as shaking hands, high fives, fist bumps or elbow taps; instead tap your rackets. 
• Follow directives for wearing face masks when not on court and actively playing 

 
Host Facilities Protocols: 

• When going to other facilities be respectful of their rules and adhere to the procedures and protocols communicated by 
the host facilities. 

• Captains should communicate with the opposing team captains to let them know of any rules that are specific to  
the facility. 

• As a reminder a waiver needs to be signed at Life Time so allow for additional time. Players will still check in at the main 
entrance and enter the tennis courts through the tennis entrance in the building. A waiver is now being required at JCC 
and captains of those teams have received an email with instructions.  

• Facilities most likely will not be providing towels so bring your own. 
• Facilities will not be supplying water so be sure to bring plenty of water for yourself. 
• They may not have any seating available so you may want to bring a folding chair.  
• They may not have scorekeeping devices so bring pen and paper. 
• Representatives for host facilities should review information posted on the USTA website: Playing Tennis Safely: Facility 

and Programming Recommendations. 
 
Additional clarifications around USTA League regulations: 

• Clarification for regulations around the 15-minute default rule, which is defined as players being on court, ready to play. 
• The default time is 15 minutes after the scheduled start time. So, for 8pm matches the default time is 8:15 even if a 

court isn’t open. In other words, if a court for an 8:00 PM match does not become available until 8:10 PM, the default 
time does not become 8:25 PM.  and if a player is not on site by 8:15 PM for an 8:00 PM match, the match is defaulted. 

• If courts are questionable and captains agree to an alternate delayed start time, the default time is 15 minutes after the 
agreed upon start time of each individual match. For example, if courts are still damp but captains agree to meet and 
play at 10am instead of 9:30am, the default time is now 10:15. 

• Be sure you have a court reserved for a make-up match. Teams are required to have courts available for a regular match 
so the same rule applies for a make-up match. If a court is not available at the match start time the team responsible for 
providing the courts will be defaulted. That should be part of the process when scheduling a make-up match. A match 
should not be considered scheduled until a court is reserved. 

• Do not use the mobile app to enter scores. There is a glitch they are working on. If there is a tie it will set the home team 
as the winner rather than the winner of #1 doubles. If scores are entered on the app email league coordinator to re-
enter scores. 


